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ABSTRACT
The present study is a phonetic analysis of the
emotions of love. We focus on the voicing
differentiation of romantic love, parental-child love,
friendship (love for a friend), and patriotism. Open
quotient, spectral tilt, formant frequencies and
amplitudes were extracted from a target word
spoken by male and female college students as they
provided the voice over for selected video clips.
Results reveal gender differences for open quotient
and fundamental frequency. However, none of the
voice source parameters were clearly able to
differentiate the different forms of love.
Keywords: Spectral tilt, open quotient, love,
emotion, voice quality
1. INTRODUCTION
We are well aware of how vocal expressions of
emotions influence our social interactions [14] but
few studies have shown how we adapt our voice to
our relationship to the speaker. Human expressions
of love, as we know, appear to be strongly
influenced by social relationships. Love between a
child and parent differs from patriotism or love
between two people that are romantically involved
[13]. Love is universal, multifaceted and vital to the
existence of humans [17].
Speech is acoustically rich because it conveys
both the linguistic message as well as considerable
personal information about the talkers [1]. A recent
study [6] explored the role of fundamental frequency
and voice quality in the identification of attitudes
and emotion of French speakers. In this experiment
22 subjects were asked to imagine themselves in the
specified emotional state or attitude and were to read
three different texts containing a neutral sentence
within the middle. It was theorized that each neutral
utterance would hold emotionally charged variations
within the voice that could help identify the
emotional state or attitude of the speaker. Results
indicated that attitudes could be perceived through
prosodic contour, while emotions were associated
with both prosodic contour and voice quality.

Phonetic studies have reported variations in
prosodic contours and voice quality for different
emotions such as anger, fear, happiness and sadness
[2, 34, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, & 15]. Even synthesized
voices that were systematically varied for voice
quality have been shown to convey differences in
affect [5].
But, is it possible to determine the relationship of
the speakers based on their voice characteristics?
Can prosodic and voice characteristics distinguish
social relationships between the speaker and listener,
in particular the different forms of love.
Methodologically it is difficult to collect
systematically controlled emotional speech within
the laboratory. Collecting accurate data on intimate
emotions is even more problematic. To be able to
distinguish the distinctions between the different
forms of love we have to be able to tease out small
variations in speaker’s acoustic signal. According to
[5], voice quality analysis is better able to parse
these mild states when compared to broad prosodic
features like rhythm and intonation analyses.
Synthetic speech or portrayals of emotion by
professional actors have provided most research on
vocal expression of emotion. One such experiment
that investigated the vocal parameters to distinguish
the emotions of ‘neutral’, ‘sadness’, ‘joy’, and
‘tenderness’ was conducted on Finnish actors [17].
Nine professional actors produced 10 renditions of
each emotion as they read a passage from a novel.
Their results indicated that linguistic context is
necessary for the accurate differentiation of vocal
emotion. According to these researchers, emotions
are usually replicated in order to produce the
emotion and laboratory recordings capture only
differences in the replication of the emotion. Acted
speech samples are similar to natural speech, but
hold the idea that actors’ imitations may be
influenced by stereotypes of emotional expression
and may showcase intensified qualities of speech
affecting the perception of listeners.
What sets this current study apart is that the
emotions measured were not imitated by the
professional actors, but they were recorded from
ordinary young college students. Our experimental
paradigm was designed to have our speakers feel the

emotion by having them observe an emotional video
and by asking subjects to dig into prior feelings,
related to the emotion in focus. We also maintained
the target word and vowel but varied the utterances
based on the target emotion.
This paper is a preliminary study to test the
phonetic correlates of four different forms of love,
namely, romantic (RL), parental (PCL), friendship
(FSH) and patriotism (PTR). It tests a novel
paradigm for recording speech that expresses natural
emotion within the laboratory. Voice quality
measures were analyzed and compared for the
different types of love.
2. METHODS
2.1. Participants

A total of 36 subjects, 13 males and 23 females,
from American college students were recorded. All
subjects were students and voluntary participants in
the study. Subjects were not told the exact purpose
of the study but they were all aware that they would
have to provide the voice for famous Disney
characters.
2.2. Procedure

In this study, emotional speech was recorded in a
paradigm where subjects were to assume the role of
a “voice actor.” The experiment was designed and
intended to stimulate and surface authentic emotions
in subjects within the laboratory. To this purpose,
subjects were instructed to watch short clips from
popular animated movies (The Lion King, Aladdin
and Shrek). The movie clips were approximately a
minute long and conveyed content indicative to one
of the four different kinds of love (romantic love,
friendship, patriotism, and parental-child love),
anger, and fear. The scenes were carefully chosen
and spliced using iMovie software. Subjects watched
these clips in a quiet, dark room on a computer
screen. After watching a given clip, they were asked
to revisit incidents in their life relevant to how the
clip made them feel. Subjects were not told what
emotion to produce for any of the video.
Subjects were provided an index card with a
written scenario and a composed script of what they
were to say. A shortened version of the clip was then
shown if needed, followed by a still shot at which
time the subject was expected to record their
utterance. Most of the subjects chose to read over
the script several times. They were allowed to record
as many times as needed until they felt they had
done their best. For each clip there was one sentence
that the subject had to speak using his/her best

rendition of that emotion. Every sentence began with
the words “I need you” followed by a string of 6-7
words that were a close approximation of the movie
content. The phrase “I need you” was considered the
target phrase and “need” was the target word
containing the target vowel /i/. All recordings were
made using the Marantz Professional Portable Solid
State Recorder Device. All recordings were recorded
as .mp3 files and then converted to .wav files using
the phonetics software program PRAAT developed
by Paul Boersma. Only recordings of the four
different loves were analyzed in this paper.
2.2 Acoustic Analysis

The word “need,” with the /i/ phoneme was isolated
using the textgrid function in the phonetic software
Praat. VoiceSauce (an open source phonetic analysis
program developed by UCLA Department of
Linguistics) was then used to automatically extract
the relevant acoustic parameters.
The acoustic parameters analyzed included the
amplitudes of the first harmonic (H1) and second
harmonic (H2) along with the harmonic of the third
formant (A3). VoiceSauce also automatically
calculated the open quotient and spectral tilt values.
Open quotient is the difference between the
amplitude of the first and second harmonics (H1H2). Spectral tilt was calculated as the difference
between the amplitude of the first harmonic and the
harmonic associated with the third formant (H1-A3).
Since the vowel used in this study was only the front
high vowel /i/ no normalization was done on the data
to account for the effect of fundamental frequency
on the first formant.
According to [7] open quotient relates to distance
of the left and right vocal fold at the time of the open
phase, which would directly relate to the breathiness
of the utterance. Spectral tilt on the other hand
indicates the rate at which the vocal folds come
together in the closing phase. The rate at which the
vocal folds close is dependent on the velocity of the
air particles flowing through the opening. At higher
velocities the vocal folds close at a quicker rate.
3. RESULTS
Of a total of 148 utterances, eleven utterances were
omitted because they returned 0 values in the
automatic extraction process. (See Table 1 for the
number of utterances that were analysed.)
Table 1 gives the number of utterances, the mean,
and standard error for the following variables:
amplitude of the H1, H2, A3, fundamental

frequency, open quotient, and spectral tilt measures
for all speakers separated by gender and love type.
3.1. Fundamental Frequency

Fig. 1 plots the estimated marginal means for
fundamental frequency separated by gender and love
type. Estimated marginal means were used in this
study because of the differences in sample size. As
is expected, females have significantly higher
fundamental frequency than males (F(1,128)= 234.2,
p<.001). Both genders tended to have lower
fundamental frequency for FSH and RL and higher
fundamental frequency for PCL and PTR. Love type
was also significantly different (F (3,128) =6.0,
p=.001) however the partial Eta squared values was
very low (η2=.123) indicating a very small effect.
The Tukey post hoc test revealed that F0 for PTR
was significantly higher than FSH and RL
respectively (p<.01).

mean that the vocal folds are significantly more
open in females than males at the open phase. In this
data, we observe that women use a more breathy
voice when speaking with their children but men
unexplainably use this voice when expressing their
love for their country! There were no significant
differences however, between the love types and no
significant interactions between gender and love
type.
Figure 2: Estimated marginal means for open
quotient separated by speaker and love type.

Figure 1: Estimated marginal means for
fundamental frequency separated by gender
and love type.

3.3. Spectral tilt

Fig. 3 plots the estimated marginal means for
spectral
Figure 3: Estimated marginal means for
spectral tilt separated by speaker and love
type.

3.2. Open quotient

Fig. 2 plots the estimated marginal means for open
quotient values (H1-H2) for the different love types
separated by gender. High positive values would
indicate that the amplitude of the first harmonic was
higher than the amplitude of the second harmonic as
is seen in breathy voices where the vocal folds are
further apart from each other during the open phase.
Again we see that females have higher open quotient
values when compared to males. Univariate
ANOVA analysis revealed that this difference is
significant at F(1,128) = 101, p<.001. This would

tilt (H1-A3) for the different types of love separated
by gender. Higher values would indicate a great
spectral tilt resulting from lower air velocities during
the closing phase. Univariate ANOVA analysis
again revealed a significant though small gender
effect but no effect was observed for love type
(F(1,128) = 9.50, p=.003; η2=.069). No significant
relationship between gender and love type was also
observed.
4 CONCLUSION
This study attempted to distinguish the voice quality
of love in a systematic and controlled study within
the laboratory. As highlighted by Gobl & Chasaide
[5] the study of voice has often been neglected due
to methodological and conceptualization difficulties.
Production studies have been particularly hampered
by the difficulty in recording natural spontaneous
emotional utterances. Researchers either study
emotion portrayals from actors or use ethically
acceptable stimulation techniques, resulting in fairly
weak affect states in the subjects.
What sets this study apart is that we attempted to
test the general populations’ perception of how these
emotions are produced while trying to avoid bad
replications of the true emotion. To enhance their
acting abilities we dug into the subjects’ prior
feelings by asking them to recall previous
experiences. However, we are not able to know if
subjects truly delved into their past. We also
controlled the target utterance carefully while still
keeping the entire linguistic utterance emotionally
relevant.
Our findings were not unique in reporting gender
differences in voicing, but this study also showed
that the open phase of a glottal cycle was more
relevant than the closing phase for differentiating
small differences within an emotion. Larger open

quotients were found in female speakers than male
speakers indicating that females use a more breathy
voice when speaking in love. While there were
gender variability for the four types of love these
differences were not found to be significant.
Fundamental frequency analysis also revealed
that males and females use lower pitch when
speaking with their friend or loved one, and higher
pitch when speaking with children or of their
country.
The results in this study indicate that the variation
between the four love types study were negligible. It
is possible that more data might be needed to parse
out these small differences but it is also possible that
finer distinctions in emotions might rely heavily on
the linguistic context for disambiguation.
While this study recorded 36 speakers, the large
standard errors reported also indicate the need to
collect more data. A follow-up perceptual study is
also necessitated for better grouping of the phonetic
parameters.
Table 1: Mean and standard error for open quotient,
spectral tilt and fundamental frequency separated by
speaker, gender and love
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